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Some Parents buy their children a large number of toys to play with.

What are the advantages and disadvantages for the child of having a large 
number of toys?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge 
or experience.

When it comes to the subjects of people’s concerns about their offspring, it 
goes without saying that even though the diversity of the playthings the 
youngsters use could lead to a wider range of the things they learn, this should 
not be carried to extremes, for it has its detriments as well.

Taking only the profit and loss of the children into consideration regardless 
of the unbalance in families’ economy such purchases would bring, any 
excessive behaviour/practice overdo in  acquiring playthings stuff only gives 
rise to the children’s uncertainty about what to play with. For instance, in my 
eyes my cousin’s daughter suffers such confusion. She really can’t choose the 
thing she wants to play with,. that is why her room dorm is always messy in a 
way that doubles her indecision. This She brings brought me to another idea 
which is that teenagers ones will find a bedroom more difficult to tidy than it 
indeed must be. Moreover, comparing with to other children who may 
normally have a narrower more normally variety of toys,  excessive toys will 
cause the children to come across as arrogant full of themselves. What is more, 
since these "princes and princesses" have easy access to whatever they want, 
they will hardly enjoy accomplishments and progresses made in their future 
life. This could be one of the reasons for the rise in the population of the 
depressed. 

Games can upgrade children’s abilities and potentials. Therefore, a rational 
diversity in the games children are engaged playing with could be a thing for 
them to make profit of. The visual, auditory and touching capacities of a child 
will develop due to this diversity. This could be simply observed in differences 
between generations with different toys.  

The more children have to play with playing stuff, the more diverset the 
things they learn, unless . Unless, it is brought to extremes and lead to their 
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confusion not only in choosing what to play with, but also in how toys can be 
tidied, collected and dealt with.


